Why is the sky blue?

ACTIVITY: Make a model of the sky
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Fill the
container
with
water.
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Add a few
drops of
milk or
Dettol to
the water.
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Shine your
torch through
the water,
and look at
the light from
the top. What
colour do you
see?
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Now look
at the
light from
directly
opposite the
torch. What
colour do
you see?

White light from the sun is actually made up of
many colours. You can see this when light that
shines through a prism spreads out into
its different colours. Blue light is
bent more than red light. All
the colours together are
called the visible
light spectrum.

In your model the milk or Dettol particles in the water scatter light in all directions. Blue light is scattered
more than red light. This is why the light nearest the torch looks blue. As the light travels through the water,
more of the blue light is scattered away, so the light you see from opposite the torch looks orange or red.

Why is the sky blue?
When sunlight travels through the
atmosphere, it is scattered in all directions
by the tiny molecules of gas, (mainly by
the nitrogen and oxygen molecules). The
colours at the blue end of the spectrum
are scattered more than those at
the red end of the spectrum,
so light that is red,
orange and yellow
travels in straighter
lines. This makes
the sun look
yellow in colour.

Why is the sunset red?
When we look towards
the sun at sunset, the
light has travelled
a longer distance
through the
atmosphere, so
more of the blue
light has been
scattered away.
We only see
the red and
orange light.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING HERE?

Why do some colours scatter more than others?
Red light has a longer wavelength than blue light. Short
wavelengths are scattered more than long wavelengths.
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This table shows the wavelengths of the different colours of
the visible spectrum. Violet light has the shortest wavelength in
the spectrum, but the sky looks blue, not violet. This is because
our eyes are more sensitive to blue light.
We measure wavelengths in nanometres (nm), where 1 nm =
1x10-9 m. In other words, in 1 millimetre there are a million
nanometres!

Wavelength (nm)

Red

650

Orange

590

Yellow

580

Green

510

Blue

475

Indigo

445

Violet

400

puzzle your mind!!!
Colour in the picture. Use the wavelength numbers
as a key to tell you which colours to use.
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Ms Rhandzu Rikhotso is
a Research Technologist
who works at the National
Centre for Nano-Structured
Materials (NCNSM) in
the Characterisation
Facility, using optical
instruments. She studied
at the University of the
Witwatersrand.

Using light to study
nanomaterials
The National Centre for Nano-structured Materials
(NCNSM) at the CSIR has scientific instruments that
use light scattering to study nanomaterials. These
are made of tiny particles called nanoparticles that
have special properties. Nanomaterials are being
used in many scientific fields including health and
electronics.
Spectroscopy is being used in cancer research.
Because cancer cells are different from our body’s
healthy cells, they scatter light differently when it
passes through them. These differences can be used
to detect some kinds of cancer at an early stage,
and even to identify some kinds of cancer.
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what makes a rainbow?
Why do you think you can sometimes
see a rainbow of colours in the sky? Do
some investigation using your library
or the internet to find a scientific
explanation for the rainbow. What
traditional beliefs about the rainbow
do you know of in different cultures?

Start your own Science Spaza
Do you want to start a science club at your school? Send us the following information and Science
Spaza will contact you.
School: _______________________________________ Name: ____________________________________
Telephone number: _________________________ Email address: _________________________________
Postal address: ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Visit www.sciencespaza.org, email info@sciencespaza.org, sms or WhatsApp us on 076 173 7130 or write to us at
PO Box 22106, Mayor’s Walk, 3208
This Science Spaza resource was produced for the National Science Week celebrations of the International Year of Light. National Science Week is
an initiative of the Department of Science and Technology, implemented by the South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement
(SAASTA), a business unit of the National Research Foundation. For more information visit www.saasta.ac.za
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